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A contemporary Christmas album. 5 traditional songs with a new feel and 5 original songs. All of the lyrics

and music are uplifting and you'll be singing and dancing through the busy season. A must hear for all

ages. Your holidays will never be the same. 10 MP3 Songs EASY LISTENING: Mood Music,

URBAN/R&B: Soul Details: I thought about what you might want to know about LaDelle Walker and I

thought about some of the other bios I've read before. I don't want to write a sad story or make his life

seem simple, either. I don't want to go on and on about where he's been and those that he's entertained

or even how much he has struggled to get where he is, now. LaDelle's bio needed to be more personal,

not because of lack of people, places, or exposure but because LaDelle does what he does because of

who he is. I have to write about his unfailing determination and his perfectionism. I really want to express

the feeling his music brings its listeners and the wisdom and knowledge in the words he sings and the

inspiring messages they bring. I have to tell you about how he could 'peak' out equipment to means that

the manufacturer wouldn't believe. I must mention the gifts he has and the gifts he brings his audience not

just through his music but also his presence on stage. He has an irresistible magnetism. I really want to

paint a picture of who he really is, what he believes in, and how he never stops working for his dreams. I

have to tell you about LaDelle's trips to the Grammy's and how much of an exciting honor it was for him

and yet, he felt right at home. You have to know about Monaco and the Prince, and how even though he

was in a world famous country sitting with royalty 'they' treated him like the star. He is just like no one I've

ever known and fear that no matter what words I use to describe him, I am predestined to fail, for I've

searched for words and phrases and am not satisfied. On the contrary, though, LaDelle has the ability to

arrange words in just a way that lives change from the messages in his songs. It's what he's saying and

how LaDelle sings it and the way the music just carries the words to your heart. I have been compelled to
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simply write..." An extraordinary man with extraordinary talent. Listen for yourself. Money back guarantee.

This album and those to come will touch your soul and inspire you to be more." But I know that wouldn't

fly well in this industry. LaDelle Walker was born for this. At age 4, without any training, he was playing

the piano by ear. And boy, could he play. By the time he was 8 he was playing an organ at his dad's

church. He was a prodigy. Even if he had never heard the song before he just had the ear ... and the

heart for it. With music in his blood it's no wonder that all he's done is perfect his gifts. As a child he won

many talent shows and as a teenager he performed with a boy group that sang many of Boyz II Men and

Jodeci's hits for the local junior high and high school students. He went on to travel with many gospel

groups, R&B groups, he even led an orchestra. He has always loved competition and strives to be the

best. He's accepted nothing less than perfection from himself and that's evident in his music. LaDelle can

play many instruments and sing and write all the harmony parts. From all the experience he has gained

over the years he now, writes and performs his own music and lyrics, arranges and edits his own work,

records it, mixes it, and masters it in his digital home studio. He works with a skill and confidence that

encourages a response from his audience. With so much to say about LaDelle and his music it is difficult

to write something that strangers would read from beginning to end and genuinely understand what it is

I'm trying wholeheartedly to say. The only story I know that well is... mine. And as his wife, to know that

what I have seen in him and felt in his music so many others have felt too, is remarkable. So for lack of

better words..."An extraordinary man with extraordinary talent. Listen for yourself. This album and those

to come will touch your soul and inspire you to be more!" Written by Mrs. LaDelle Walker
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